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Question: 58
Your customer asked what other value the Identity Engines portfolio can add to the existing access control solution.
What are your two responses? (Select two)
A. Identity Engines interact with RSVP servers to assign bandwidth when required
B. Identity Engines deliver a baseline level of confidence that the network is protected and secure against
inappropriate access and activity
C. Identity Engines uses a proprietary economic in-band protocol to communicate with authenticators
D. Identity Engines provide operational cost reduction through dynamic assignment of VLAN’s, filters and
bandwidth policies
Answer: A,D

Question: 59
You are following up on a customer who has recently installed an Avaya Wireless LAN 9100 solution that now
wants to allow users to bring their own Wi-Fi devices onto the network. What upsell opportunities would you be
focusing on during your visit?
A. The upsell opportunity here is for Access Control with the Avaya Identity Engines portfolio that provides
centralized, policy-based network access control.
B. The upsell opportunity here is for knowledgeable and experienced Avaya consultants that can help to
deploy a cost-effective BYOD enterprise-grade wireless network. The result is better resiliency and
performance and improved support for key applications.
Answer: A

Question: 60
Which unique Wireless LAN 9100 feature enables the delivery of predictable application performance to mobile
users?
A. Bonjour Optimization
B. Application Control
C. Software upgrade to 802.11ac
D. MIMO, Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output
Answer: B

Question: 61
There are 4 Global Support Services portfolios that are available to the Customer; Direct, Retail, Wholesale, and
Co-Delivery. Which of these portfolios is sold only by Avaya and not by Partners?
A. Direct (GX5300)

B. Wholesale (Express) GX6300
C. Co-Delivery (PASS) GX4300
D. Retail (US Only) GX6100
Answer: B
Reference:
http://www.avaya.com/usa/documents/ans_supportservices_brochure_dn7254.pdf

Question: 62
Your prospect is using VMware to virtualize their Data Center. In a meeting one of the customer representatives
asks if Avaya offers a tool to manage and visualize a Data Center Network including automatic configuration of
VMs and the physical infrastructure. How would you respond?
A. Yes, there is the Element Manager, which allows customer to manage VMware O elements.
This tool is particular interesting for IT Manager that like to see Virtual Machines while they are being moved.
B. Yes, the tool is called Visualization Provisioning Service. It synchronizes the provisioning on the network
infrastructure to match changes in the VM environment.
C. Yes, there is the IP Flow Manager, which provides some of these functions.
Answer: B

Question: 63
The offering of VSP 4000 dramatically strengthens our position in delivering a simple, resilient and scalable
solution through support for IP Multicast over Fabric Connect. Which three of the following features are enabled by
Multicast over Fabric Connect? (Select three)

A. Scale-out to tens of thousands of streams
B. Designed for single tenant environment
C. Recovery sub-seconds
D. Single protocol (IS-IS)
Answer: A,C,D
Refernece:
Smaller enterprises looking for cost effective virtualization technology to help reduce network complexity, increase
agility and improve network uptime

Distributed enterprises where there is a desire to extend Avaya VENA Fabric Connect over Service Provider WAN
connections or Metro Area Rings to reach remote offices
Secure traffic separation for multi-tenant environments (different departments, companies) or for regulatory
compliance (PCI DCC)
IP video surveillance networks to provide efficient and scalable Unicast / Multicast support as well as provide
power for IP Surveillance cameras

Question: 64
One of Avaya’s customers has contacted you and requested a recommendation for a product that will be able to act
as a captive portal and will provide the ability to authenticate and offer access to users that do not have 802.1x
capability. Which of the following products would you recommend?
A. Identity Engines Ignition Server with Ignition Access Portal
B. Identity Engines Ignition Basic only
C. VPN Gateway 3050
D. Identity Engines Ignition Server only
E. Identity Engines Ignition Posture only
Answer: A

Question: 65
Which two of the following would best describe the VSP 4000? (Select two)

A. VSP 4000 extends the reach of Avaya Fabric Connect to the campus edge, WAN edge or metro edge
B. VSP 4000 is ideally suited for the Data Center ToR
C. VSP 4000 runs the robust core software from VSP 9000 on ERS 4800 hardware
D. VSP 4000 is ideally positioned in a large campus core
Answer: A,C
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